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Come to Ursinus—Land of The Pennsylvania Dutch

By JUDIE JAMES

Try the new P.D.S. Department and "get to know what good is! This year during the summer sessions Ursinus offers a first time opportunity to become acquainted with Pennsylvania Dutch history, art, language and folklore. Dr. William Parsons and Iren Snyder will introduce the new P.D.S. Dutch Studies Program with four three-credit courses and a number of one-credit seminars. According to Dr. Parsons, Director of the Institute on Pennsylvania Dutch Affairs, Ursinus is the first and only institution to offer a program of this type focusing on the German settlers in Pennsylvania who became known as the Pennsylvania Dutch.

The birds

By RUTH VON KUMMER

Notice a multitude of dead birds perched on light fixtures and ask yourself, "what is the trouble?" Some of us have. Many of us have. This is the usual curiosity that surrounds one of the ruminations of nature. Now the obvious explanation can be made that this issue is not the most alarming one occupying the Ursinus campus at the present time. Yet, I have investigated. Why, I know because I was the one who attempted to solve the problem. I also know because I escaped the curse after doing so. I was, however, extremely helpful in my efforts. He assisted me to the proper location where I was able to find the answer referred to. Meanwhile, he explained it.
The deemter system of Ursinus is designed like all laws to act as a deterrent to anti-social behavior.

All members of the Ursinus community have their own definition of what constitutes anti-social behavior. Most students will agree that the majority of the major offenses in the Ursinus College rules and customs do constitute anti-social behavior. For the college community to remain as a livable atmosphere for the majority of the students, if arson, dishonesty, destruction of property, cheating, possession of firearms and explosives, bawling, gambling, profanity and foul language, wilful obstruction of activity committees, and violation of civil law were not against the rules.

It is only in three cases, where the majority of students differ sharply from the college community, that anti-social behavior from the rest of the college community. Two of these regulations, those covering drugs and alcohol are also against Pennsylvania law. There is thus little that could be done to change these.

The rule covering violation is the area where the most sharply divided opinion exists.

Many students feel that the administration is trying to keep the rule; indeed there is some justification for this. The current issue of the Alumni magazine contains an article by an alumna of the class of 1956, which begins by commenting in disbelief on the abhorrent behavior of students that had gone on in a sense what cutest way to comment on how scandalous it was when she had a male roommate her senior year. She was married.

This was nearly 20 years ago, yet from reading this article and the feeling that students get from the feeling that they feel Ursinus should always go on in the same way. I don't know about most of the students, but I don't particularly care to go to school in a museum.

The major complaint against the rules seems to be that there is a "child-labelling" and is a curious one. It seems to be that the student who is taking his first step is unrealistic in saying that the student who has a male roommate her senior year. She had a male roommate her senior year. I think the other students are very religious schools (which we are not) and certainly care to go to school in a museum.

The University wants the article seemingly joking about having to be in the dorm at 7:30 p.m. except for five 12:30's to be used on Saturday by saying "it was there to do in Collegeville after 12:30 that couldn't have been done before.

I wonder if her attitude was always such. I'm sure if she had honestly looked back she chafed as much under these rules as we do under ours.

The administration does not want the student what the rules are here, their first reaction is laughter. The only schools that exceed our our rules are very religious schools (which we are not) and the service academies (again no resemblance).

It is time for the other members of the college community to start making life livable for the current members of the community.

The first step is realistic violation rules. The rules we have now are absolutely ridiculous. Who are they trying to kid? There shall be no "unauthorized visiting or entertainment; men in women's dormitories; women in men's dormitories.

How can they truly even hope to legislate morality? Even the wording of the rule shows how outdated it is. "Entertainment?"

The students of Ursinus are adults, recognized as such in almost all ways by Pennsylvania. I think it is time we were extended the courtesy of being treated as such at Ursinus.

Our morals are already formed, it is not the school's place to give them to us. If we choose to do will continue to be done regardless of school policy. The violation of the rule is like Prohibition. First it is totally unenforceable. Second its only accomplishment is to make rule breakers out of people who would not normally be so.

I think the administration were to sit down and really listen to what the majority of the students have to say, they would come up with a set of rules and regulations which we could actually live with.

All the students really desire is to have a say in effecting a change which would be beneficial and acceptable to all.

We ask only for a change—let the students try a change working. The University was willing to do a trial period under certain agreed upon terms. Give us an opportunity to demonstrate that we are responsible adults of the Ursinus community.

The time for this action is now. To delay will only cause further unnecessary unhappiness.
Letter To The Editor

As a member of the Ursinus Weekly staff, I feel I should write in to Ms. Lin A. Brown's letter to the editor of March 30. Ms. Brown was concerned with an editorial which was published in the Feb. 27 edition of the Weekly. As you can see, Ms. Brown's concern is well founded. The editorial in question dealt with growing animosity between science majors and humanitarians, which has been a problem on this campus for some time. Ms. Brown is justified in her concern, as she has had both non-science majors and science majors, who have had no opportunity to get to know each other, were the only two candidates in the area of making such a gross exaggeration. Therefore, I feel justified in pointing out the shortcomings of the editorial and perhaps helping to educate Ms. Brown on the importance of recognizing the value of everyone's ideas and contributions.

Sincerely,

Catherine L. McCarthy

Weekly Words of Wisdom

THINKING OF SOMEONE?
LET THEM KNOW:
WE HAVE GREETING CARDS AND GIFT WRAP FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Come See!
Auxano Christian Bookstore
373 Main St. Collegeville 489-3419

Collegeville Sunoco
State Inspection
Automatic Transmission and General Auto Repairs
ROAD SERVICE
All Major Credit Cards Honored
Call 499-8996

Record Review
For Earth Below — Robin Trower
By BOB SEARLES

Robin Trower, Scottish guitarist and lead vocalist of Procol Harum and hair apparent to the crown of acid rock formerly held by Jimi Hendrix, has achieved his highest level of musicianship on For Earth Below. In fact, it is impossible to compare Trower to Hendrix, for Robin has matched Hendrix's technical expertise and proceed to form his own individual style. Trower uses a variety of techniques (most of which can be reproduced live) including controlled feedback and the wah-wah pedal while his fingers race up and down, piecing together masterful notes from the strings.

Bridges of Sighs, Trower's second LP, was a good album, a very good album. Trower's attributes which were first visible on Bridges of Sighs have come into full bloom on For Earth Below. His most notable accomplishment is an amazing step beyond Bridges of Sighs, and seems to be closer to perfection.

The importance of any of these relationships to the Weekly, or in its application to the education of any two people, is not very pleasant to inquire about the birds who frequent the Ursinus campus have expired. Neither was I prepared to ask that question and have this person laugh in my face regarding his superior status or the reason prompting such a response. I will not make any direct assertion, but in the course of many helpful suggestions to Ms. Brown, I have never been as completely ignored or felt my attempt was not in some ways a foolish manner as in these short moments. I feel the incident is quite pitiful. The information I sought is that which must only be informing of the superiors of this department regarding the importance of any of this relates to me, or to the Weekly, but in its application to the education of any two people.

Of course, this may not have an effect on many people. In fact, I doubt if it will be noticed by those who have read to such a complaint rarely do. They probably didn't reach this paragraph. However, should issues like this one—despite the nature—of the reasons be ignored at will, eventually we may be impressed in the apathy that we claim deserve us.

Of those who will suffer are those the injustice is committed against, and they have no say in anything.

CCC SUCCESS (Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)

The CCC chairman adds: "I'm perfectly happy that the students (CCC) run orientation. It's not in conflict with the concept of students which is held by the administration. Now don't go away, the CCC is extremely helpful with suggestions—try them in the right direction. But the success of the CCC does prove that Ursinus students are interested, and responsible, and that the administration should pay attention to the CCC's ideas."

On that note I would like to introduce our new coordinating committee is a hard-working, unfinished and interested group of nature people, to see, are successful in programming an acceptable ways, into the Ursinus freshmen and who are the only people who can get the gym open on a Saturday night. (Editor's note, CCC on the class of 1979.)

NEW AND USED BIKES
PARTS — ACCESSORIES
REPAIRS
205 BRIDGES CT.
PHOENIXVILLE, PA.
CALL 935-BIKE

THE TOWNE FLORIST
COUPLES AND FLOWERS FOR EVERY Occasion
321 MAIN STREET
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Wire Service — 489-7225

COLLEGEVILLE BAKERY
For Those Tasty Treats
Birthday Cakes Delivered to Students Upon Request — $1.25
489-2671
L. K. Knollner, Prop.

WANTED:
More Lantern Contributors
By C. JOY KEENE

For those of the Ursinus College community who may not know it yet, the Lantern is the literary publication issued once every semester to any student, faculty or administrator willing to taste a bit of a literary. The Lantern's, whose editor-in-chief is senior Tom Loughman, consists of short stories, art creations, and poetry written and compiled by anyone who submits his or her works to Tom, or to the Lantern Box in the library. This semester's Lantern staff welcomes any and all interested people to join the staff, and also welcomes any creative literary or artful pieces to be considered for publication. All entries should be turned in by Monday, April 7. All right, you Ursinus people who claim to be creative: express yourself!

Tread rock guitar style one step beyond Bridges of Sighs and one step closer to perfection. It is hard to pick a favorite or possible single from the eight songs on the disc, "Aletke," "Confession's Midnight," and "Shame the Devil" might be candidates. Nevertheless, For Earth Below is one of the best albums to come out this year.
1975 Ursinus Baseball Outlook

Another Season, Another Title!

The 1975 Ursinus Track Team should present both balance and depth and potentially should be one of the strongest in the A. L. Eastern Division, according to Captain Bob Sing, NCAA Division III All-American. The Ursinus team will lead thirty-three men (8 terminals) into the opening meet at Franklin & Marshall on Thursday, April 3. Returning again this year is Richard Herzog, who finished in the top ten individuals in both the long jump (22 ½") and triple jump (54'), while establishing personal records in both events at the indoor championships in March, Other returning performers include Mike Motta, who finished first in the 100 and long jumped 22' ½" to win the meet; Jeff Shortway, hurdles; Mike Cor- ners, javelin; Matt Gordon, long jump; and Don Allen and Steve Frey, high jump.

1975 Track Prospects

By JOE SARACO

Six years ago, Philadelphia was a septic city, a business man named Frank Williams was the owner of the Seventy-Sixers, and Gilliam Smith, a great basketball team, was playing successful at both, but moved to Atlanta. The Seventy-Sixers are: distances, Dave Bennett, Larry Himmelberger, Peterson; high and intermediate hurdles; Ed Johnson, Henry Jones, and Darrin Davis. Now imagine Bobby Mur- 16 players during the off-season. The Bears have the talent, but once earned depth, particularly in the A. L. Eastern Division: N.

Baltimore Orioles: With the acquisition of MacGregor, the team can turn a team from the A's. Close friends are Bob Stanfill, ex-Phil. Mike Carle, left-handed flameout, will cancel any Pennant hopes. has, what he must do. Scott Olson and who triple jumped 22' ½" can turn a team from the Bengals could possibly problems. lights a team with name players Bonds, or Billy Williams, or for Manager Bing Devine negotiated man, and Matlack, are the key to the Bears have the talent, but once earned depth, particularly in the

Pennant hopes. has, what he must do. Scott Olson and who triple jumped 22' ½" can turn a team from the Bengals could possibly problems. lights a team with name players Bonds, or Billy Williams, or for Manager Bing Devine negotiated man, and Matlack, are the key to

pen will lead the Broad & Patterson Bench, Rose, Brock, Stargell, Carlson, Schmidt and Seaver, what are they trying to do here? They are all players, superior star status, on key National League teams, all looking forward to playing in the October Series.

Regarding trades, Williams said "we're always on the lookout." He expects that deals could be made during the college draft.

Finally, Williams picked the Bos-

Definitely, the two best teams of the year are Boston and Washington. They should meet in the East Finals, but right now I think Boston has too

The Sixers have done well in Pat Williams' first year as General Manager, and who triple jumped 22' ½" can turn a team from the Bengals could possibly problems. lights a team with name players Bonds, or Billy Williams, or for Manager Bing Devine negotiated man, and Matlack, are the key to

MIAMI NEWS

Red Sox: Once again the Boston have the talent, but once earned depth, particularly in the A. L. Eastern Division: N.

Baltimore Orioles: With the acquisition of MacGregor, the team can turn a team from the A's. Close friends are Bob Stanfill, ex-Phil. Mike Carle, left-handed flameout, will cancel any Pennant hopes. has, what he must do. Scott Olson and who triple jumped 22' ½" can turn a team from the Bengals could possibly problems. lights a team with name players Bonds, or Billy Williams, or for Manager Bing Devine negotiated man, and Matlack, are the key to

pen will lead the Broad & Patterson Bench, Rose, Brock, Stargell, Carlson, Schmidt and Seaver, what are they trying to do here? They are all players, superior star status, on key National League teams, all looking forward to playing in the October Series.

Regarding trades, Williams said "we're always on the lookout." He expects that deals could be made during the college draft.

Finally, Williams picked the Bos-